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1. Let Kjk be a Galois extension of finite degree， over a finite algebraic number 
field k and denote by K地 thegenus field of K over k. A formula of the genus number 




where (o) is the unit group of k， (甲)is the subgroup of (o) generated by the units万
which are everywhere locally norm， hk is the class number of k and the other notations 
are as in [2J. If Kjk is cyclic， then gKI k is equal to the ambiguous ideal class number 
of K over k and we have some resu1ts on the relation between class numbers and (e :苛〉
in [3J， [6J and [7J. 
In the present paper， we treat of the di visors of the index (ε:可)for Abelian 
extensions and decide the index for Kummer extensions K=k( ~)， where 1 isan odd 
prime， .d is an l.th power free rational integer and k is the l-th cyclotomic field over 
the rational number field Q. 
2. For each prime divisor T of k， we denote by U'!，l the unit group of the t-completion 
k'!，l of k and by H'!，l the subgroup of U'!，l consisting of al units a of U'!，l such that 註 1mod 
t (“Ei:樹 einheitengruttev仰 k'!，l").We put 
(7]'!，l) =(6) nNU~， (守'!，l)=(o)nH'!，l 
where U~ is the unit group of K.事foran extension事 ofT in K and N is the norm 
with respect to K~/k'!，l. 
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Proof. We iJut 
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and let fo be a primitivじ:'w-th root of uni ty in (ε) . 
we ha and 1"rom the clirect decomposition of 
NI-l札=Ffpi =ZPi ノ H~ ，\!i ，
whefe ZTi is the cyclic subgroup of H~i of ti州 thpowcr order品nd 川 is the free part 
of E九 ofrank九
Fm・7:=1， 
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it follows 
. Put k=Q and K=Q(干 wh臼'e.d i8 a square free rational intεger， 
having prime factors . For邑achodd prime factor T of d we have 
〈2，t-l) ー i1， ifP三 mod4， 
与-(2，りキ1mod 4 
Then we have by of the lemma that か=2， if1うキ1mod 4. 
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(b). Let K=k(!/t:)， where 1 is an odd prime number， 4 is an l-th power fr配
rational integer having prime factors p手1and k is the l-th cyclotomic field over Q. 
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f.ence we have (ε: 7J~)=1， if IR(T)キ1mod 12. 
(c). Let k=Q(O， (=exp(21ri/3小 7・11)and K=k( 3何百了)• 
Let Tl and T2 be the prime divisors of k， lying above 7， 1， respectively. Then 
r 3， for i=l， (2・3小 7・1，叱主と)L-J 
(2・3・5・7.11， lR(t~-I)- l 5， fω i=2， 
and (e :可):=0mod 3・5.
5. Notations being as above， we have the following 
THOREM. Let 1 be an odd trime and ( oe a primitive I-th root 01 unity. We μet 
k=Q (0 and K=k(!/t:)， where 4 is an I-th poωer free ratio加 1integer. Let T oe a 
prime divisor of k， lying aoove a rat仰 zalprime p and t oe a numoer of ramified 
prime divisors of k in K. 
(i) 11 IR(T)芸 1mod [2 for each prime lactor p of 4 and 1 isa regular prime， 
then 
(o : 71) = 1 and gKIk =hk ・ 1 1 - 1 •
(ii) 1/ IR(T)年1mod [2 for some prime factor p of 4 and .4l-1=1 mod [2， then 
(e : 71)= 1 and g Kf k = hk・11-2
Pr，ωif. (A) Let p be a primitive (lR(t)-I)-th root of unity for the prime divisor p 
of 4 (ρキ1). 
(al) In the case where沢(t)キ1mod [2. 
x 
If (e: 7J~)=I ， i.e. (ε)=( 7Jp)=(e)n(N!R~xH~) by (1) and (2)， then (EN!R~. S附
x 
N%=〈ρ1)防 (3)and仰)= 1， (IR(担)-1)//三 omod 1. Therefore， if附)"，，1mod 12， 
then (ε: 7J~) 手 1 and ($N!R~ ・f.fence we have (ε: 7Jp) = 1 by (i) of the lemma. 
Moreover， (e) contains a primitive 21-th root of unity and the roots of unity in (71~) 
are :t 1， a system of the fundamental units of (e) can be chosen the same as that of (7I¥)・
(a2) In the case where IR(約三1mod 12 and 1 isa regular prime. 
Let 
IR(T) = 1 mod 1μ，キ1mod 1μ+1μミ2.
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We仁1告notebγ(j a lj刷 throot of and bγ 〔εj)the ull1t group of kj={J (ζj) 
for each j (1:;玉j孟μ，(1=(， k1 
L巴t1)=Tl = of ~)=Þl in 
=~ì; s= 1，…，l each ξμof can be written as 
εμ=p" • 可 (S) ρ 忽 マ (S)E}I'rt (S)~ S~ 1， 
A-Tl 
Sinc在
where are the of the 。fkv. Then 
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ViTe knovv that if (o : = (ε: 71"，) =1 for two 
divisors T and T' of k， then ) = (可~" )悶
it is 立[1.]that i= (iー の isunramified in K if and 
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J= I &" LJι乎1， 1 fo1' 1 <iく j豆 f
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and 
LJlil:== mod [2 (i = 1， ・@むフ t) . 
Then w巴 hav記
-1+ 
wher記 d<llC，. is the l咽rankof the ideal clas，ヨ group of k. 
1n particular， ifl is a regular prime and L1 i = JうL 丘町 prime numbers satisfγin箆 the 
above conditions and th邑irorders modulo 1 are al 1ーし th日日
K*=k( VP;" ， . >"・ Pt )， 
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whert' k is the absolute class field of 1<. 
K(ぺ)/ K are unramified extensions by [1 (i = 1， .， t) and then 
古 I(( ) =kCV五1，・ ， v五t ) is an unramified Abelian extensiGl1 over 
τコl
of degree lt-1. 
In particular， if l is a regular prirne and t1，=t， are primes mentioned as above， then 
(e .η) = 1 and p， ar企 ali prirnes in k Mence g K 0，' = hk • [1-1 and l{':< グ五ア 3・・.， 
Y-~). 
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